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CHAPTER SIX
THE PROBLEM OF MIRACLES

I.  HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

1.  How did Newtonian physics make God’s miraculous intervention  in the world seem
incredible? (248-249)

2.  Summarize Spinoza’s two arguments against the possibility of miracles. (249-250)

3. Summarize David Hume’s two-step argument against the identification of miracles. (250-251)

 II. ASSESSMENT

1.  Why does the indeterminacy in nature allowed by some interpretations  of quantum
physics not suffice as a defense of miracles? (259-261)

2.  Why are miracles not “violations of the laws of nature”? (261-263)

3.  How should miracles be defined? (263)

4.  What could conceivably bring about an event which is naturally impossible? (263)
What are the implications of this for Apologetics?

5.  What is the flaw in Spinoza’s first argument against miracles? (264)

6. Why is Spinoza mistaken in thinking that the admission of a miracle would overthrow  a
natural law? (265-266)  How is this relevant in the case of someone who responds to the evi-
dence  for Jesus’ resurrection by shrugging his shoulders and saying, “I guess that dead men
do rise after all!”?

7. What would allow us to identify Jesus’ miracles and resurrection as genuine miracles
rather than the effects of unknown natural causes? (266-268)

8.  What two more or less independent claims does Hume’s “in principle” argument make? (270)
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9.  In asserting that no amount of evidence could ever establish a miracle, what  factor did
Hume overlook?  How does this factor come to expression in the probability calculus? (270-272) 


10.  How is the following slogan false in light of probability calculus: “Extraordinary events
require extraordinary evidence”? (273)

11.  Why can it not be assumed that the intrinsic probability of a miracle is terribly low?
How would the inclusion of the fact of God’s existence in one’s background knowledge
affect the intrinsic probability of a miracle claim? (275)

12. What should you say to someone who claims that in order to study history, one must
presuppose that miracles do not happen? (276-277)

13. Why are Hume’s “in fact” arguments not insuperable? (277-278)
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